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Mobile Robot navigation using an Multi-resolution Electrostatic Potential Filed
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Abstract: This paper proposes a multi-resolution electrostatic potential field (MREPF) based solution to the mobile robot

path planning and collision avoidance problem in 2D dynamic environment. The MREPF is an efficient method in calculation

time and updating field map. The large scale resolution map is added to EPF and this resolution map interacts with the small

scale resolution map to find an optimal solution in real time. This approach can be interpreted with Atlantis model. The

simulation studies show the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
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1. Introduction
Building autonomous robots has been an important objec-

tive of research in artificial intelligence and robotics. Spe-

cially in mobile robot research area, the autonomous naviga-

tion has been developed by many researchers.[1], [2], [3], [4],

[5], [6], [8] There are three stages on this subject - mapping,

localization, control. Mapping is a map-building method

from range data such as laser finder or ultrasonic sensors.

Localization is to know where the robot is from the mapping

and dead-reckoning sensor and other data. Recently the si-

multaneous Localization and Map Building (SLAM) meth-

ods are used to get mapping and localization simultaneously.

After localization and mapping, the robot has to have con-

trol method. This is a path-planning algorithm that is an

important issue because the environments are dynamic and

the robots cannot see the overall environment.

In this paper, the path-planning method is proposed for navi-

gation that is cooperating with appropriate mapping method

and localization methods. For the mapping method, we

use the occupancy grid method that is popular because it

is simple and stochastic algorithm - but it is just mapping

method with known poses[2]. This method is very robust

for noisy sonar sensor data because it updates the poste-

riors with Gaussian process. For our researches, the rela-

tive good map-building is required and the occupancy grid

method is the choice. There are the other methods for un-

known poses. - These methods are kinds of SLAM - kalman

filter approaches, expectation maximization algorithms, hy-

brid approaches[7]. For given map, the robot uses local-

ization method to know where it is. The method that is

based on importance sampling - that is named as particle

filters, condensation algorithm and Monte Carlo localization

- is most popular method. In this paper, we use this Monte

Carlo localization[7].

The Electrostatic Potential Field (EPF) based solution to

the mobile robot path planning and collision avoidance prob-

lem in 2D dynamic environments is previous researched.[3],

[4] This paper is the extension of that work - the multi res-
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olution approach. The EPF is obtained in four steps - first

creating an occupancy map of the environment, second creat-

ing the corresponding resistor network that is representative

of the mobile robot’s operational environment, third creating

the conductance map from the resistor network and finally

solving the resistor network to obtain the potential field. The

Multi-Resolution Electrostatic Potential Field (MREPF) is

an efficient EPF accelerating calculation time and updating

field map efficiently. In EPF, the laws of electrostatic fields

are used to prove that the approach generates a minimum

occupancy approximately optimal path. To calculate an op-

timal path, this method examine overall path from current

position to goal. The dynamic programming approach seems

to reduce the calculation time, but the nodes of DP must

have all information about resistance map. When the cur-

rent position or goal position is changed, DP must calculate

for all nodes. The MREPF is a solution for this problem.

As previously mentioned, the MREPF is more efficient than

EPF in calculation time and updating data. The large scale

resolution map is added to EPF and this resolution map

interacts with the small scale resolution map to find an op-

timal solution in real time. When mobile robot navigates,

only large scale resolution map that includes the correspond-

ing small scale resolution map is updated. The large scale

resolution maps provide robot a rough path to goal, then the

robot calculates the path to next large scale cell in small scale

resolution map that can be determined by sensor data. This

approach can be interpreted with Atlantis model. The large

scale resolution map directs next goal as sequencer do. The

small scale resolution map calculates current motion vector

as behavior layer do.

A comprehensive study of the problem and a survey of tech-

niques used for planning is given in [3], while a long list of

additional references is given in [4] and [8]. The EPF related

methods are used to solve navigation problems.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. In chapter 2, the

proposed method of solution will be explained. The EPF

method is first briefly reviewed and then the multi-resolution

approach will be described. In chapter 3, The simulation

results are showed to prove the proposed method. Finally in
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chapter 4, we conclude the paper.

2. Proposed Method of Solution
2.1. The Electrostatic Potential Field

The EPF is well described in the previous research. here, we

review the concept of EPF briefly. The EPF solution to the

navigation problem is compared to the flow of electric cur-

rent within a sheet of conducting material; The environment

and obstacles are mapped into a discrete electric circuits (re-

sistance). The point is the path of minimum resistance with

in circuit maps into a path of minimum occupancy within the

environment. In the occupancy map, each cell is replaced by

a resistor network. The value of the resistors is determined

by the value of the corresponding cell in the occupancy map.

Since maximum potential drop occurs on the minimum resis-

tance path in the network, reversing the mapping generates

an optimal path in the environment corresponding to a min-

imum occupancy path.

Once the occupancy map is generated, each cell is then

mapped onto a resistor network by replacing each cell in the

occupancy map with a set of eight resistors(N, NE, E, SE, S,

SW, W, NW), each resistor connected at central point. The

resistor network is obtained using the α-norm approach each

resister is connected to one resistor from the eight neighbor-

ing cells.

Considering an environment, EPF model this environment

a square gird, Let m by n grid. In the EPF method, this

environment has to include the initial point q0 and desti-

nation point qf . The grid is discretely represented by the

occupancy matrix O, where the value of each entry is the

percentage of the area of the grid cell, occupied by obstacles

of the environment map.

In the EPF, to determine a desired direction of travel, a

vector is associated with each cell connected to the cell con-

taining q0 with magnitude equal to the amount of current

flowing through the specified branch. The sum of these vec-

tors is then reported to be the direction of travel along the

minimum occupancy path. In this approach, there is trade-

off between speed and accuracy. Increasing the connectivity

of the cells or reducing their size increase the accuracy of

the generated path. In [] the authors interpret EPF as fol-

lows; The criterion used for determining the path optimal-

ity is the total occupancy of the path swept by the robot

as it follows the trajectories, or the total swept occupancy.

Each square unit of area in the environment is assigned a

minimum occupancy. Highly cluttered areas are assigned a

larger occupancy value. This criterion for optimality is su-

perior to a simple distance criterion when the algorithm is

to be implemented in a real environment. A planned path,

which minimizes distance, tends to drive the robot arbitrar-

ily close to any obstacles between the robot and the goal

point. Minimizing swept occupancy, the EPF path planner

avoids the areas close to the object, which increase the total

swept occupancy.

2.2. Multi-Resolution Approach

The multi-resolution approach may solve the problem of EPF

- many nodes calculation and containing large data. Consid-
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Fig. 1. Overall Architecture

ering gird map that represents the occupancy of the environ-

ment and obstacles. In EPF the resistor network is generated

on each cell and it represents the occupancy probability. To

plan optimal path, for this network dynamic programming

method is used. it is efficient full-search algorithm. If the

environment changes, the EPF re-calculated on overall node

of dynamic programming. Considering Atlantis model - it

is a kind of behavior based architecture. In this model, the

sequencer provides the next goal to behavior layer. Assum-

ing this sequencer exists in EPF, the sequencer provides next

goal to small EPF that containing current robot position and

next goal. EPF calculate only small region that is within the

sensing distance - the robot know the map information di-

rectly. In this case, the grid size can be small enough to get

good accuracy. The main idea of this paper is implementing

this sequencer layer with multi-resolution approach.

The rough path can be generated by rough map information.

The exact path is only needed near robot because the robot

moves in dynamic environment. To do this the large scale

map is proposed. The large scale map containing the infor-

mation of minimal path in the large grid. The eight resistors

represent the large grid with the values that calculated based

on small grid resistors.

RN = min{occupancy(qc, qn)},
RNE = min{occupancy(qc, qne)},
RE = min{occupancy(qc, qe)},
RSE = min{occupancy(qc, qse)},
RS = min{occupancy(qc, qs)},
RSW = min{occupancy(qc, qsw)},
RW = min{occupancy(qc, qw)},
RNW = min{occupancy(qc, qnw)},

(1)

If the value of the eight resistors is determined, the large

scale map can determine a rough path that can provide the

next goal to behavior layer that is implemented by EPF. The

dynamic programming is used to determine optimal rough

path that is same as EPF. In fig.1 shows the overall archi-

tecture that explains the multi-resolution concept. the large

map is updated based on resistance map that is made by

sensor data. The next goal generator use large map to de-

termine next goal by dynamic algorithm for the nodes of

large map. Mixing localization result, path planner solve

the reactive input to navigate robot. The overall algorithm
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of Multi-resolution Electrostatic Potential Field model is as

follows:

(1) From sensor data, get the occupancy grid.

(2) From occupancy grid, get the resistance map

(3) Update the large scale map that containing robot posi-

tion

(4) Calculate the next goal for the robot based on large scale

map

(5) Based on current region calculate the EPF from current

position to next goal. When the environment is changed, go

to step (3).

3. Simulation and Discussion
3.1. Simulation

Fig. 2. Mobile Robot simulator

In this paper, the robot that have two wheels and twelve

sonar sensor is simulated. The environment is Visual C 6.0

in windows XP and Pentium 4 2.4Ghz. There are dead-

reckoning error and sensor noise with Gaussian distribution.

The sonar beam angle is 22.5 degree that of Polaroid 6000

series. fig.2 shows the simulator in this paper. the robot

has sixteen sonar sensors that cover 360o and dense front

sensing. Following examples show the situation for static

local minimum problem and dynamic environment examples.

See the fig.3 and fig.4.

In the fig.3, the robot resolve the local minimum problem

with grid map and path-planning. This result is almost same

as the EPF. In the fig.4, the robot met the unknown object

- centered one and move with another optimal path. These

results show that the MREPF can navigate appropriately

for static and dynamic environment as the EPF navigate

the environments. We will discuss the difference from EPF

in next section.

3.2. Discussion

In the previous section, the results for MREPF is similar to

EPF. The main advantage of MREPF is that the calculation

time is smaller than EPF. The accuracy of EPF mainly de-

pends on the grid size of occupancy map. If same gird size is

used, the EPF is more safe than MREPF because MREPF

generate the rough path for robot that is not the optimal

Fig. 3. Static problem example

Fig. 4. Dynamic environment example

plan but near optimal. But consider the trade-off relation in

EPF. For the real-time operation, there are the limit of grid

size that determine the accuracy of algorithm. In MREPF,

the grid size can be smaller than EPF because the calcula-

tion time is smaller than EPF. You can see the comparison

between MREPF and EPF in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison between MREPF and EPF

Accuracy Time Memory

EPF Depends on Cell size slow large

MREPF rougher than EPF fast small

In a completely static environment, the EPF planner may

generate a complete path through a known environment in

a single iteration. In this cases, the MREPF’s performance

is similar to EPF. Because of static environment, EPF cal-

culate only for sensing data by using previously calculated
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node values. But in case of dynamic environment, consider

the trade-off relation of EPF. When the robot met the un-

known object such as obstacles, the EPF has to calculate the

overall nodes in the dynamic programming to solve naviga-

tion problem. It takes a long time to solve, so the designer

set the grid size large to operate in real time. In the MREPF,

the specific large map that containing unknown object will

be updated and it calculate the rough path in the large map.

It doesn’t takes a long time and the robot is able to navi-

gate in static environment. And also the designer can set

the grid size smaller than EPF to operate in real time. The

memory size is also compared. In the EPF, the dynamic

programming solves for the all grid that means the dynamic

programming nodes have to contain all potential values and

previous minimum node number. In the MREPF, the dy-

namic programming solves for the large map grid and current

sensing region for next goal. It’s number is small comparing

to EPF and when a navigation region is large, the efficiency

will be larger.

4. Conclusion
For the mobile robot navigation, rapid decision is essential.

The proposed method gives the rapid decision to robot us-

ing multi resolution technique based on EPF. The MREPF is

well operate and works efficiently in dynamic environment.

The large scale map interacts with small scale map as se-

quencer in Atlantis model. The dynamic programming is

used to build up large scale map and a system of linearly in-

dependent equations is solved to generate two related fields,

the scaler potential field and the vector current field. Trac-

ing a path of maximum current flow through the branches of

the network is equivalent to tracing a path of minimum resis-

tance that maps to a minimum occupancy path. To do this

in large scale map determines rough optimal path. To do this

in sensing data map determined optimal path to next goal.

The simulation studies show the efficiency of the proposed

algorithm. The future works is extending this algorithm to

SLAM and using vision sensor.
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